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Abstract
Synthetic biology has developed numerous parts for the precise control of protein
expression. However, relatively little is known about the burden these place on a host,
or their reliability under varying environmental conditions. To address this, we made
use of synthetic transcriptional and translational elements to create a combinatorial
library of constructs that modulated expression strength of a green fluorescent protein.
Combining this library with a microbioreactor platform, we were able to perform a
detailed large-scale assessment of transient expression and growth characteristics of
two Escherichia coli strains across several temperatures. This revealed significant dif-
ferences in the robustness of both strains to differing types of protein expression, and
a complex response of transcriptional and translational elements to differing temper-
atures. This study supports the development of reliable synthetic biological systems
capable of working across different hosts and environmental contexts. Plasmids devel-
oped during this work have been made publicly available to act as a reference set for
future research.
Keywords: protein expression; bioreactor; synthetic biology; characterization; bio-
logical parts
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Introduction
Protein synthesis is a highly dynamic and multi-step process. It plays a central role in
synthetic biology by providing the machinery needed to execute novel genetic programs. This
importance has lead to significant effort being made to develop genetic control elements able
to precisely modulate various aspects of protein expression (1 –9 ). Such a capability is not
only essential for the successful construction of more complex synthetic biological devices,
but will also provide the tools needed for the eventual ‘tuning’ of their function for improved
performance and reliability (10 ). Indeed, small libraries of such parts have already been
successfully used to optimize the flow through a synthetic metabolic pathway and uncover
the specific expression levels of individual enzymes that support high product yields (11 ).
The multiple levels at which protein synthesis can be regulated has resulted in the devel-
opment of many different types of parts capable of controlling transcriptional and transla-
tional aspects of this process. At the transcriptional level, libraries of promoters have been
created spanning a wide range of expression levels (2 , 3 ). In addition to the use of ran-
dom mutagenesis and screening based techniques, efforts have also been make to understand
potential rules governing promoter structure (4 –6 ). This opens up the opportunity to ratio-
nally engineer such elements to integrate multiple signals and allow regulation of expression
in user defined ways.
Control of translation has seen similar libraries of ribosome binding sites (RBSs) gen-
erated (8 ) and rational approaches developed (7 ). Biophysical models of the interactions
between the ribosome and mRNA have successfully been used to predict relative ribosome
initiation strengths and applied in a forward-engineering mode to suggest potential RBS
sequences with a desired strength (7 ). In addition to RBSs, the speed of translation has
also been found to be strongly influenced by synonymous codon usage within the gene being
expressed. Changes in codon usage have been shown to strongly effect overall expression
levels (12 , 13 ), influence the correct folding of active proteins (14 ), and to enable dynamic
responses to environmental stresses (15 ).
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A problem with many of the control elements developed so far is that their performance
can often be influenced by the genetic context in which they are used (16 , 17 ). Combining
the same promoter with differing RBSs and genes can result in very different strengths
of transcription. Mutalik et al. quantified this effect showing that significant variability
arose through interactions between the promoter and RBS, and especially the RBS and the
gene of interest (17 ). This supported previous findings that illustrated secondary structure
formation near the RBS-gene junction strongly affects expression levels (12 ). In an attempt
to reduce this problem a library of promoters and RBSs were designed by the BIOFAB
(http://www.biofab.org) to minimize these genetic contextual effects, and characterization
of these new parts showed large improvements in reliability (8 ).
While the creation of new parts to precisely control protein expression is vital for the
development of synthetic biology, an aspect that has been neglected when characterizing part
performance is the potential robustness to differing hosts and environmental conditions. Of-
ten performance is assessed under limited laboratory conditions and single time points, with
little consideration as to the burden being placed upon the cell (16 ). In this work we consider
“burden” to relate to the additional demands placed on the cells natural protein synthesis
capacity by additional expression constructs, i.e., amino acids and energy being redrawn
from the cell’s own growth metabolism. This could then be manifested through changes
in growth rate, yield on sugar, expression, or other cellular characteristics. These factors
can result in variability in performance between labs carrying out identical experiments and
lead to difficulties when scaling production in industrial biotechnology applications (18 ).
This is due to: (i) limitations in experimental techniques that result in measurements that
are not at sufficient detail to fully capture the variability present; and (ii) a lack of atten-
tion by the synthetic biology community due to a greater emphasis being placed on the
construction of complex designs in a less quantitative manner that work under specific (con-
trolled) conditions. If fully predictive design of more complex of synthetic biological devices,
porting of devices between organisms, and broader applications in real-world environments
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are to become a reality, more detailed and diverse characterization efforts will be essential
(1 , 18 –21 ).
To tackle this issue, we built a combinatorial library of expression constructs in which
transcriptional and translational aspects of expression of a superfolder green fluorescent pro-
tein (sfGFP) (22 ) were modulated in two different strains of Escherichia coli (MG1655 and
RV308). Making use of this library in combination with a BioLector microbioreactor (23 –
25 ), we were able to perform over 150 independent expression experiments under highly
controlled conditions at multiple temperatures, while concurrently taking more than 35000
independent biomass and fluorescence recordings. This enabled us to capture detailed infor-
mation related to both part performance and cellular growth characteristics. Unlike many
existing studies that use approaches (e.g., shake-flasks) where environmental factors are dif-
ficult to precisely control and other factors such as oxygen transfer may influence results, the
BioLector platform enabled reliable and highly reproducible data that has also been shown to
more accurately mimic larger scales (24 ). Analysis of these data revealed differences between
strains in terms of their growth dynamics and robustness to both expression strength and
temperature. Furthermore, striking changes were found in the relative strengths of transcrip-
tional and translational elements to differing temperatures. Such an experiment would have
been infeasible using standard manual or semi-automated approaches for data collection.
Therefore, this study also illustrates how recent advancements in microbioreactors offer an
improved method for characterization of synthetic biological parts (20 ) and enables a better
understanding of the potential burden they place on the cell.
Results and discussion
Modulating transcriptional and translational aspects of expression
We began by focusing on the modulation of both transcriptional and translational aspects of
protein expression that would form the basis of our characterization. We constructed a set of
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Figure 1: Using synthetic biological parts and microbioreactors to explore expres-
sion characteristics. (A) Overview of our expression construct design. (B) Combinatorial
construction using Golden Gate cloning allowed us to generate a library of expression vectors
covering different strengths of transcription (promoters P100, P047 and P011) and transla-
tion (RBSs U100, U058 and U004). (C) Our library was transformed into multiple E. coli
strains (MG1655 and RV308) and tested under several different temperatures (22◦C, 30◦C
and 37◦C). To enable large numbers of expression experiments to be performed, a BioLec-
tor microbioreactor platform was used. This allowed for precise control over environmental
parameters and high-resolution temporal measurements of both biomass and fluorescence.
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expression vectors in which the sfGFP protein (22 ) was constitutively expressed using a range
of 3 different strength constitutive promoters and 3 different ribosome binding sites (RBSs)
(Fig. 1; Methods). This protein was chosen due to its demonstrated robust folding that
reduced the chance of strong expression leading to potentially non-active protein products
(22 ). This was important as fluorescence was used as a proxy for protein levels, and so the
expression of inactive proteins would lead to an underestimate in overall levels.
To ensure that we spanned the space of potential expression strengths evenly, we made
use of well-characterized and publicly available parts from the BIOFAB (8 ). We selected
elements covering weak, medium and strong expression for both constitutive promoters and
RBSs (Methods). A major advantage of using these parts was that existing characterization
data covered a variety of genetic contexts, i.e., promoters had been tested with a variety of
RBSs and genes. This enabled us to assess not just the strength of expression under a single
condition, but also the expected variation due to differences in the promoter, RBS and gene
combinations. Furthermore, significant contextual effects often present between the RBS
and gene of interest (17 ) were reduced due to the RBSs containing a bicistronic design that
helps disrupt potential secondary structure in the mRNA near the ribosome initiation site,
ensuring more reliable translational initiation rates (8 ). An overview of the basic vector
design for the expression library is shown in Fig. 1A.
The expression library was transformed into two different E. coli K-12 strains: the com-
monly studied MG1655, and the more industrially relevant RV308 (Methods). These were
chosen to quantify the differences that can occur between closely related strains and enabled
us to assess how well synthetic parts, often tested in MG1655, might perform in the more
industrially realistic background of RV308. The RV308 strain was specifically chosen due to
a long history of industrial use starting in 1981 with the synthesis of insulin (26 ) and con-
tinuing with the production of many types of enzyme and therapeutic protein (27 –29 ). In
addition to strain differences, we also evaluated how environmental factors impact upon pro-
tein expression characteristics, performing all experiments at multiple temperatures (22◦C,
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30◦C and 37◦C). A standard complex medium (LBC; Methods) was used throughout.
Temporal dynamics of expression and growth
Cells were cultured in a BioLector microbioreactor under relevant conditions for a 24 hour
period (Methods). To ensure that cells initially contained the required expression plasmid,
antibiotic selection was used in the overnight starter cultures. However, upon inoculation
of the BioLector no antibiotic was present. This choice was made due to differences in the
inherent resistance of each strain to the kanamycin antibiotic (RV308 requiring twice the con-
centration of MG1655; Methods). As the concentration of kanamycin will affect translational
processes and general cellular physiology to differing extents, we did not want this factor
influencing our comparisons between strains. Furthermore, the robustness of the strains to
plasmid loss was another aspects we wanted to explore, especially due to the fact that antibi-
otic use is often not viable for larger-scale industrial applications. However, to ensure that
plasmid loss did not dominate this process, preliminary experiments were performed with
and without kanamycin antibiotic selection for 3 plasmids of varying expression strength
(Methods). In virtually all cases no significant differences were observed (Fig. S1). Some
deviation was seen at the highest expression strength for the MG1655 strain (potentially due
to a greater selective pressure for plasmid loss due to increased expression stress), but strong
sfGFP fluorescence was still observed (Fig. S1).
For the main expression experiments, biomass and sfGFP fluorescence measurements
were taken every 6 minutes to capture a detailed picture of the cellular dynamics. Time-
series of these data are shown in Fig. 2 for biomass, and Fig. 3 for sfGFP fluorescence.
It should be noted that the biomass measurements we report are based on light-scattering
which has been shown to adhere to a linear relationship with dry cell weight over a wide
range of cellular densities (23 ). For conversion to more commonly reported OD600 values, a
calibration experiment was performed with details available in the Methods section.
The growth time-series data revealed clear differences between strains, both in terms of
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Figure 2: Response of growth dynamics to varying expression levels and tempera-
tures. (A) Time-series of direct biomass measurements for each promoter-RBS combination
at 22◦C (blue), 30◦C (green) and 37◦C (red), and for the MG1655 (left) and RV308 (right)
strains. Lines represent average values and shaded regions denote the standard deviation.
The intensity of the colored lines relates to RBS strength. (B) Maximum growth rates for
each promoter-RBS combination at 22◦C (blue), 30◦C (green) and 37◦C (red) with error
bars representing the standard deviation (Methods).
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the specific shape of the growth curves and their response to temperature (Fig. 2A). Further-
more, the complex medium (Methods) led to a biphasic growth curve with two exponential
growth phases separated by a plateau which is likely due to a shift in carbon source. Interest-
ingly, this shift occurs at approximately the same cellular density for differing temperatures
and expression strengths, but differs between the strains (OD600 ∼1.3 for MG1655 and ∼0.9
for RV308; Fig. 2A).
The MG1655 strains were highly sensitive to temperature, displaying a significant slow-
ing of growth dynamics at 30◦C and even more so at 22◦C. At each temperature, growth
dynamics were similar for most levels of protein expression. However, a breakdown did occur
for the strongest promoter (P100) and two strongest RBSs (U100 and U058). Expression
at these levels at all temperatures leads to a large slowing of growth (P = 0.0414 at 22◦C,
0.0017 at 37◦C, Student’s t-test; Fig. 2B). This is most prominent at 30◦C and 37◦C, whereas
at 22◦C the change is less visible from the time-series plots. For all MG1655 strains, upon
reaching stationary phase a sudden decrease in the biomass measurements was observed, be-
fore an eventual recovery to a similar steady state level (Fig. 2A). The speed of this change
was fastest at higher temperatures taking ∼15 min at 37◦C for the initial drop. It is unlikely
that cell lysis would lead to such a rapid drop in biomass and so in the next section we
investigate how potential shifts in cell morphology may act as a mechanism for this behavior
and thereby change the effect of light-scatter based measurement.
In contrast, the RV308 strains displayed far more robust and smooth growth dynamics,
maintaining similar growth curves at all temperatures (Fig. 2A). A breakdown in these
dynamics was also not observed at the strongest expression levels. The only small difference
was found between 37◦C and the other lower temperatures with a noticeable reduction in
average growth rates (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, the steady state biomass measurements for the
RV308 strains displayed an approximate ordering based on temperature and the strength
of the RBS. Lower temperatures and the use of a stronger RBS for a particular promoter
resulted in less of a delay before exponential increase in biomass, and a small increase in
10
the maximum biomass reached. This seems counterintuitive given that expression of foreign
proteins will exert additional burden on the cell. However, these additional demands may
not actually impact upon normal growth (as we observe similar growth profiles for cells
producing lower levels of protein), and instead may be linked to minor changes in cell shape
as described in the next section.
In terms of sfGFP expression, we find that all strains displayed smooth production profiles
over time (Fig. 3) with production rates matching the strengths of expression (Fig. S2). The
only minor exception was for RV308 at 37◦C which exhibits initial exponential production
followed by a period (∼3 hours) of linear production before entering stationary phase. With
the start of this feature coinciding with the transition to stationary phase growth (Fig. 2A),
it is likely the result of internal shifts in cellular state as the growth rate is reduced or changes
in the complex media during growth (30 ).
Variation in sfGFP expression for the majority of experiments and both strains was very
small. The few cases where larger differences were observed mostly occurred for the MG1655
strains and stronger promoter strengths, but were found at a range of other temperatures and
RBS strengths. Closer inspection of the actual expression values showed that the increased
variability was due to a single lower-level reading. Because all experiments were performed
with no antibiotic selection, such behavior is consistent with the hypothesis that plasmid loss
leads to a sub-population containing no expression vector. Another potential cause could be
the accumulation of point mutations that reduce protein expression (31 ). However, as such
events are generally rare, plasmid loss is likely to be the cause with the industrial RV308
strain providing greater plasmid stability.
Changes in cell morphology
The striking temporal shifts we observed in our biomass measurements for the MG1655
strains are unlikely to be the result of changes in the number of cells through replication
or lysis due to the rapid speed with which they occur, some in the order of minutes (see
11
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Figure 3: Changes in sfGFP fluorescence over time for various expression
strengths and temperatures. Time-series of sfGFP fluorescence measurements for each
promoter-RBS combination at 22◦C (blue), 30◦C (green) and 37◦C (red), and for the MG1655
(left) and RV308 (right) strains. Lines represent average values and shaded regions denote
the standard deviation. The intensity of the colored lines relates to RBS strength.
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Fig. 2A and the time-series for MG1655 at 37◦C where a sharp drop in biomass occurs
at ∼4.5 hours). Instead, we hypothesized that the cells may instead undergo shifts in their
morphology induced to differing degrees by the environmental conditions (e.g., availability of
nutrients and cell density), genetic differences between MG1655 and RV308, and the internal
expression demands we were placing upon the cells. Indeed, recent single cell studies of
E. coli growth have shown that the dynamics of replication are more complex than previously
thought, with multiple forms present across genetically identical populations (32 ).
To investigate this possibility further we performed a sampling of a subset of strains
under normal conditions (37◦C) and at key points during the experiment (Fig. 4A). These
covered the initial growth after inoculation, the end of exponential phase, early stationary
phase and late stationary phase growth. We also chose to analyze both the MG1655 and
RV308 strains, with and without strong protein production (sfGFP expressed using P100
and U100). By viewing these samples under the microscope and manually measuring cell
lengths we could determine the morphological distributions at each stage (Methods).
Figure 4B shows the cell length distributions at various points during the experiment.
A clear trend is observed in all cases with significant shifts from longer filamentous-like
structures to shorter spherical forms over time (Fig. 4C, Fig. S3 for original microscope
images; P < 2.2 × 10−16, Table S1). We find that the MG1655 strains exhibit longer
cell lengths at all stages and a slower narrowing of the distribution to smaller cell lengths
during growth. Strains strongly expressing sfGPF were found to have significantly longer
lengths during exponential phase growth (4.8% and 19.5% for MG1655 and 26.5% and 12.8%
for RV308 after 3 and 5 hours, respectively; P < 0.03, Table S1), while converging to
similar steady state lengths for each type of strain at the stationary phase (RV308 strains
being ∼13% shorter than MG1655 strains). Interestingly, although the absolute shifts in
length varied between MG1655 and RV308, the relative ratios of the final to initial lengths
were approximately the same for both (0.45 and 0.46 for MG1655, and 0.43 and 0.48 for
RV308 with and without sfGFP expression, respectively). This suggests that the underlying
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mechanism for the differences may be strain independent, but potentially linked to other
factors such as media composition or environmental conditions like pH or temperature.
Influence of temperature on expression and growth characteristics
Expression of recombinant proteins often involves the optimization of conditions to ensure
good yields of active forms and temperature is a common environmental parameter to ad-
just (33 ). Even so, characterization efforts of synthetic parts to control protein expression
(1 , 8 ) have neglected to consider the influence this variable might have on their performance.
Therefore, we attempted to look in more detail at the impact of temperature on the differ-
ing strengths of synthetic transcriptional and translational elements used in our expression
library.
To assess the effect of temperature on the performance of the transcriptional and trans-
lational parts in terms of changes to expression and growth characteristics, we performed an
analysis that broke down the relative performance of the strains in relation to transcriptional,
translational and temperature components. For example, given a factor of interest such as
the maximum sfGFP production rate, we assessed the relative performance of the transcrip-
tional elements separately (promoters P100, P047 and P011) by normalizing the associated
rate for each promoter-RBS combination by the average rate for the strongest promoter
(P100) and same RBS (Fig. S4). This allowed for relative rates from differing strength RBSs
to be combined to give an average relative performance for each promoter in isolation. These
could then be calculated at each temperature to capture changes in the relative strengths of
the promoters, and their sensitivity to temperature. The same methodology was also used
to assess translational differences by normalizing to the strongest RBS (U100), and temper-
ature differences by normalizing each promoter-RBS combination value to the average for
the same combination at 37◦C (Fig. S4). For the transcriptional and translational element
analysis of the growth rate data we instead normalized to growth rate data from the same
strain containing no expression plasmid. This allowed us to more easily see the impact that
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different expression elements had on normal growth. It should be noted that this approach
assumes minimal contextual effects between promoter and RBS combinations, as these will
influence the overall averages of the pooled values. This is supported by recent experimental
results that show such effects to be small (8 ).
Table 1 summarizes the results from this analysis (see Fig. S4 for a description of how
various entries are calculated and Fig. S5 for a visualization of the underlying data). As we
would expect, a close relationship was found between the total sfGFP production after 24
hours and the maximum production rate achieved, with transcriptional and translational ele-
ments giving very similar results between these factors. We find that transcriptional elements
for both MG1655 and RV308 strains see similar performance across different temperatures,
which is in contrast to the translational elements where the relative production total and
rate increase at lower temperatures. This is especially prominent for the maximum sfGFP
production rate with RBS U058 at 22◦C, where an increase in the relative rate (compared
to U100) is seen of 53% and 60% in comparison to 37◦C for the MG1655 and RV308 strains,
respectively. For both sfGFP production rate and total, the RV308 strains saw all weaker
transcriptional and translational elements perform at stronger strengths than for MG1655.
Unlike expression characteristics, interesting differences were found between the strains
when comparing their growth rate analyses. The MG1655 strains displayed a decrease in
growth rates for the strongest promoter (P100) with the differences greatest at high and low
temperatures (37◦C and 22◦C). As both P047 and P011 promoters displayed little impact on
growth across different temperatures, this suggests that the P100 promoter may reach a level
of mRNA expression that begins to noticeably impact upon cells ability to grow normally
(Fig. 2B). In contrast, translational elements exhibited less of a trend, but also saw a smaller
decrease in growth rates for the strongest element (U100).
The RV308 strains displayed very different characteristics with less differences in the
growth rate for all transcriptional and translational elements in addition to less variation.
This matched the robust behavior observed earlier in the growth time-series data (Fig. 2).
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Table 1: Analysis of the influence of transcriptional, translational and environ-
mental (temperature) factors on protein production and growth characteristics.
Within each subsection of the table, values are normalized for either the strongest promoter,
P100 (transcriptional), strongest RBS, U100 (translational), or highest temperature, 37◦C.
The only exceptions are for the transcriptional and translational sub-sections of the maxi-
mum growth rate section, which are normalized to a strain that contains no expression plas-
mid. This enables us to see the impact that expression has on normal growth. Normalized
values at the different temperates (x¯22, x¯30 and x¯37) are given as relative percentages, with
the strongest expression element (P100 or U100), highest temperature, or wild-type strain
representing 100%. CVx values correspond to the coefficient of variation at temperature x.
MG1655 RV308
x¯22 x¯30 x¯37 CV22 CV30 CV37 x¯22 x¯30 x¯37 CV22 CV30 CV37
sfGFP Production (after 24 hours)
Transcriptional
P100 100 100 100 7.7 2.1 11.1 100 100 100 1.3 2.5 2.2
P047 54 62 54 8.0 22.0 6.8 70 67 65 11.5 14.5 13.7
P011 20 29 29 13.5 16.5 8.0 23 31 34 13.8 24.5 12.3
Translational
U100 100 100 100 2.4 7.4 10.7 100 100 100 0.3 1.3 1.0
U058 83 71 62 13.6 15.8 7.5 88 91 70 2.4 10.7 11.1
U004 7 5 5 14.7 21.9 9.3 9 9 6 11.6 20.8 11.5
Temperature
66 121 100 22.9 15.2 6.9 65 108 100 26.8 20.3 1.7
Maximum sfGFP Production Rate
Transcriptional
P100 100 100 100 8.4 4.1 6.3 100 100 100 2.1 3.5 3.1
P047 47 62 51 10.7 14.5 24.2 70 65 63 8.3 12.7 18.9
P011 15 24 26 16.3 16.0 21.5 21 24 22 3.4 18.0 16.4
Translational
U100 100 100 100 1.5 7.5 3.4 100 100 100 0.4 1.5 0.2
U058 87 65 57 14.9 14.4 14.2 93 78 58 4.1 14.0 10.6
U004 6 4 3 18.0 4.6 24.4 7 6 4 10.1 12.5 11.0
Temperature
20 79 100 33.7 20.0 5.0 34 74 100 24.4 21.0 2.9
Maximum Growth Rate
Transcriptional (compared to non-expressing strain)
P100 79 84 79 18.4 23.0 36.0 106 104 106 7.3 6.3 18.9
P047 105 106 103 5.9 11.3 18.4 89 101 101 15.3 4.7 14.4
P011 97 102 98 7.4 7.5 9.2 91 103 83 13.6 8.2 16.0
Translational (compared to non-expressing strain)
U100 84 96 89 24.3 29.3 21.0 89 105 90 12.8 7.5 15.7
U058 100 99 87 9.2 7.7 30.9 105 102 94 8.7 5.5 22.3
U004 98 96 105 6.4 4.5 15.1 93 101 107 16.4 6.3 17.3
Temperature
24 81 100 14.7 21.0 18.9 33 51 100 17.8 14.8 12.6
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While we do not have sequence information for the RV308 strain to potentially attribute this
robustness to particular genetic differences, the evolution of this strain for improved protein
production traits is likely to have resulted in mutations possessing this phenotype, i.e.,
temperature is often varied in production processes (33 ) and the need for highly reproducible
dynamics is of great importance for industrial-scale processes.
Conclusions and future directions
In this work we combined the use of recently developed synthetic parts for the precise
control of protein synthesis, with a microbioreactor platform to explore the protein expression
characteristics of two E. coli strains (MG1655 and RV308) across differing temperatures. We
have shown that growth and expression of the industrially relevant strain (RV308) are more
robust to temperature changes and levels of sfGFP synthesis. In contrast, a significant
breakdown in growth dynamics was found for MG1655 when strongly expressing the sfGFP
protein. This lead to a decrease in maximum growth
The detailed time-series data recorded by the microbioreactor revealed transient drops in
biomass measurements. These were independent of the breakdown in growth described above
during strong expression, and were present for all strains with most rapid changes seen for the
MG1655 strain. This could be potentially explained after analysis of cell morphology during
growth. Significant changes in cell shape over time were found, with a shift to shorter and less
variable cell lengths. Furthermore, significant differences were seen in average cell lengths
between the different strains (RV308 being shorter than MG1655), and strains strongly
expression sfGFP (wild-type strains were significantly shorter than the sfGFP expressing
strains, although to a lesser degree than the between strain differences). Because biomass
measurements in the BioLector are performed using a light-scattering technique, it is sensitive
to changes in cell size. This means that the reductions in size we observe would lead to lower
recorded biomass measurements even though the same number of cells were present.
Finally, by separating the relative influence of transcriptional, translational factors we
18
found that the transcriptional elements were able to better maintain their relative strength
across different temperatures, while translational elements saw a relative increase in the
weaker RBSs at lower temperatures. We also showed a strain specific response to these
elements. In particular, both types of element were found to have higher relative strengths
when placed in the RV308 strain. This strain also displayed more robust growth char-
acteristics with little change between the use of different transcriptional and translational
elements. In contrast, the MG1655 strain saw a large increase in growth rate when using
weaker transcriptional elements, related to the breakdown observed in the overall growth
dynamics.
Comparing our results to those performed by the BIOFAB (8 ) we found that all parts
maintain the same rank performance across different temperatures and hosts, and saw similar
reliability. However, there were some specific differences in the relative performance of the
individual parts that our broader characterization highlighted. Specifically, we found that
while the part strengths measured by the BIOFAB matched ours for the MG1655 strain at
37◦C, it was clear to see that in general the relative strength of the U004 and U058 RBSs
grew significantly with lower temperatures in comparison to U100 (see Fig. 3 MG1655 strain
and Table 1). Furthermore, these changes were also present for the RV308 strain and all
temperatures (Fig. 3; Table 1).
A major challenge currently facing synthetic biology is the need to improve the reliability
of parts to enable the more predictable construction of larger systems. To meet this goal,
significant effort has so far has revolved around the development of standards to ensure key
characteristics of performance are captured (19 –21 ). Unfortunately, most standards to date
have focused predominantly on device performance under limited conditions (20 ), with little
consideration of the impact on the host, or changes in performance due to environmental
factors. Some studies have looked at the potential role of media and the host (1 , 18 ), but as
we show here, relative performance of even basic expression parts is also strongly affected by
temperature, something that has not been considered by previous characterization efforts.
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Furthermore, many of the performance indicators are given as single values, ignoring the
dynamic nature of many parts due to intrinsic links with growth characteristics of the host.
A hurdle that has restricted broader characterization efforts covering environmental and
temporal aspects of expression and growth, has been the practicalities of performing the
large numbers of experiments and measurements necessary. While DNA construction and
manipulation techniques have advanced to the stage where libraries of thousands of strains
can be built, assaying the performance of these across multiple conditions and at a high
temporal resolution remains difficult. The BioLector microbioreactor platform we use here
offers a partial solution, enabling larger numbers of strains to be assessed in detail and
under controlled environmental conditions. However, miniaturization, potentially using mi-
crofluidic approaches, will still be required in the future to meet the potential combinatorial
explosion in the number of experiments needed as the range of potential factors required
during characterization increases.
There are several potential future direction for this work. Firstly, it is known that media
plays a key role in expression characteristics (1 , 18 ). Broadening this study to encompass
other widely used complex and defined medias would help clarify if the temperature changes
we see are general or media specific. Secondly, the size of our library at present is constrained
and we currently to not have the capacity to make predictions about the performance of other
parts. This will be essential if engineering of biological systems is to become a reality. By
integrating existing characterization data (9 ), with models and experiments that capture
the demands of synthetic circuits (34 ) and host interactions (16 ), it will be possible to build
more complete models that not only cover part performance under known experimental con-
ditions, but also enable accurate predictions of part and host response under those not yet
tested. Such models will enable a substantial speed-up in the design process of synthetic
biological systems and will be essential in making it a true engineering discipline. Finally,
the BioLector we have used for data collection has been shown to closely mimic those found
in larger reactors, easing potential scale-up (24 ). While large-scale production is one po-
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tential use for these expression parts, other applications may not be able to provide such
controlled environmental conditions. For this reason it is important to assess the library we
have developed using differing apparatus with realistic real-world conditions to gauge the
variability that will need to be accommodated by any system considering their use. Such
efforts will be crucial if synthetic biological systems are to function reliably, and eventually
find broad applications outside the laboratory.
To aid in these efforts, the plasmids used in this study have been deposited for public use
(Addgene plasmid IDs: 48264–48272) with the aim of them forming a starting point for the
future development of a standard reference set to assess the variability of transcriptional and
translational processes across different experimental set ups (e.g., microbioreactors, shake
flasks, full-scale bioreactors, etc) and between labs (academic and industrial). In addition,
they also can be of great use to those testing how other determinants of translational speed,
such as codon usage (12 , 13 , 35 ), are affected by other aspects of protein synthesis. This
effort builds on the idea that the foundations of synthetic biology require a coordinated effort
to make predictable construction of synthetic biological systems a reality and to achieve the
ambitious goals of the field.
Methods
Microorganisms and media
Cloning was performed using E. coli NEB 10-beta strains (New England Biolabs, USA; part
number: C3019H). Expression experiments were carried out using E. coli K-12 MG1655
(ATCC# 700926) and RV308 (ATCC# 31608; Su-, lac X 74, gal ISII: OP308, strA) strains.
Cells were cultured using Luria Bertani medium supplemented with casamino acids (LBC)
consisting of: 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L NaCl and 1 g/L casamino acids,
pH 7.0.
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Table 2: Expression elements (promoters and ribosome binding sites) used during
this study. Strength given in arbitrary fluorescence units (8 ). The numeric suffix in
the name of the element approximately corresponds to the strength as a percentage of the
strongest expression element of that type.
Name BIOFAB ID Strength (a.u.) Sequence
Promoters
P100 apFAB95 1594 AAAAAATTTATTTGCTTTCGCATCTTTTTGT
ACCTATAATGTGTGGA
P047 apFAB45 759 AAAAAGAGTATTGACTTCGCATCTTTTTGTA
CCTATAATGTGTGGA
P011 apFAB65 174 TTGACATCAGGAAAATTTTTCTGTATAATGT
GTGGA
Ribosome Binding Sites
U100 apFAB682 1594 GGGCCCAAGTTCACTTAAAAAGGAGATCAA
CAATGAAAGCAATTTTCGTACTGAAACATC
TTAATCATGCTAAGGAGGTTTTCTA
U058 apFAB690 948 GGGCCCAAGTTCACTTAAAAAGGAGATCAA
CAATGAAAGCAATTTTCGTACTGAAACATC
TTAATCATGCTGCGGAGGGTTTCTA
U004 apFAB702 120 GGGCCCAAGTTCACTTAAAAAGGAGATCAA
CAATGAAAGCAATTTTCGTACTGAAACATC
TTAATCATGCGATGGACGGTTTCTA
Expression elements
To ensure reliable expression characteristics across the differing constructs, we made use
of promoters and RBSs developed and characterized by the BIOFAB (8 ). These contain
features, such as a bicistronic design for the RBSs, that help reduce the contextual effects
often present between expression elements and the gene of interest (17 ). Table 2 details
the specific designs that we used. All expression elements and the sfGFP gene (22 ) were
synthesized by DNA2.0, USA.
Expression vectors
The pJ251 plasmid (DNA2.0, USA) formed the basis for our expression vectors. This con-
tains a low copy origin of replication (pACYC), kanamycin resistance and includes BsaI sites
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flanking a visual marker for testing successful insertion of an expression cassette. Each of our
promoters, RBSs and the sfGFP gene were synthesized and cloned into a similar vector with
ampicillin resistance (pJ254; DNA2.0, USA). To enable scar-less assembly of the expression
vectors, all elements were flanked by appropriate BsaI sites producing 4 bp complementary
overhangs after digestion that ensured correct ordering of elements during ligation. The fol-
lowing overhangs were chosen: vector-promoter AGTG; promoter-RBS TGGA; RBS-sfGFP
TCTA; sfGFP-vector CCCC. Assembly of all vectors was performed using the standard
Golden Gate cloning protocol as described by Engler et al. (36 ). All expression vectors are
publicly available through Addgene (http://www.addgene.org) with plasmid IDs: 48264–
48272.
Expression experiments
Expression experiments were carried out using the BioLector microbioreactor platform (m2p-
labs GmbH, Germany). To reduce variation in our measurements, the same physical Bi-
oLector machine was used for all experiments. Biomass concentrations were measured via
scattered light at 620 nm excitation and GFP fluorescence through an excitation filter of
485 nm and an emission filter of 520 nm. Common gains of 20 and 40 were used for the
biomass and GFP measurements, respectively.
Starter cultures were grown from single colonies in LBC media that was supplemented
with kanamycin (50 µg/mL for MG1655 strains and 100 µg/mL for RV308 strains) at 37◦C
overnight. These were then diluted 100-fold in LBC media containing no antibiotic and
expression performed in 48-well FlowerPlate microtiter plates (m2p-labs GmbH, Germany;
part number: MTP-48-B) with 1 mL culture volumes shaken at 900 rpm. Humidity control
was enabled on the BioLector and biomass and GFP readings were taken every 6 min.
Experiments with the MG1655 strain were performed in triplicate and RV308 strain in
duplicate.
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Plasmid stability experiments
To ensure the stability of the expression plasmids with no kanamycin antibiotic selection,
we performed similar expression experiments for both the MG1655 and RV308 strains, 3
promoters (P100, P047, P011) and the strongest RBS (U100) for media with (50 µg/mL
for MG1655 strains and 100 µg/mL for RV308 strains) and without kanamycin antibiotics.
This was carried in a single 48-well FlowerPlate microtiter plate with 3 biological replicates
for each strain, and performed as described in the previous section.
BioLector biomass conversion to OD600 values
To enable comparison to more widely used OD600 values of cell density, we performed a cali-
bration experiment in which MG1655 and RV308 strains were grown to saturation overnight,
their OD600 measured, 5 dilutions made and then biomass measurements taken in the BioLec-
tor at a gain of 20 (used throughout these experiments). Given that biomass measurements
from the BioLector follow a linear relationship with cell density (23 ), we used the standard
linear form y = ax+ b and performed a least squares fit of our biomass measurements to the
calculated OD600 values at each dilution. For LBC media this gave: a = 0.01336 and b =
−1.35251 for the MG1655 strain, and a = 0.01805 and b = −1.61262 for the RV308 strain.
Calculating growth and maximum sfGFP production rates
Growth rates were calculated by first removing the background light-scatter of the media
(80 a.u.) from the direct biomass measurements. These adjusted values were then log2
transformed and linear fits calculated using Spotfire 4.5.0. This was performed for each
expression experiment separately and then averages taken of the biological replicates. Max-
imum production rates for sfGFP were calculated in a similar way by generating linear fits
using Spotfire 4.5.0 over the steepest regions of the expression profiles during the exponential
growth phase. Again these individual rates were then averaged over the biological replicates.
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Analysis of single-cell morphology
Cells were prepared for imaging by mixing 50 µL of cell culture with 50 µL of 4% formalde-
hyde solution. A small droplet ∼1.5 µL was added to a microscope slide and heat fixed.
To stain the cells, they were first covered in 10 µL of 5% Crystal Violet solution and then
after 1 min washed and dried before microscopy. Samples were viewed using a standard light
microscope (Leica DMLA) with a 100× oil immersion objective. Bright-field images were
taken by camera (Photometrics CoolSNAP HQ2) and distributions of cell length generated
using the ImageJ software (37 ).
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